Director’s message

There is something striking about our new catalogue. It has gotten smaller!

While affording customers the same quality and quantity of information on our active and forthcoming titles, we hope to save a few trees by adopting a half-page format. We also encourage everyone to take advantage of our online version when possible. You can sign up to receive an email reminder when a new catalogue is available for download by visiting www.uap.ualberta.ca/online40.

There is something else striking about UAP’s Spring 2010 catalogue. Canadian Literature abounds!

Some people are surprised to learn a university press publishes works of creative literature. While UAP proudly publishes strong, original work in subjects ranging across the sciences and the humanities, UAP is also proud of our literary pedigree, publishing a modest but steady number of award-winning authors of poetry, fiction, and non-fiction. Our dedication to creative writing is enshrined in two series: (c u r r e n t s ), a Canadian Literature series; and our Wayfarer Series of literary travel writing.

What is so remarkable this season is the amount of creative writing we are offering. Three unmistakable voices in Canadian poetry—Robert Kroetsch, Alice Major, and rob mclennan—are sure to satisfy most lyrical cravings. There is also Governor General’s Award winning poet Stephen Scobie with his latest work, a fusion of cultural studies, literary memoir, criticism, and poetry. And to round out the spring feast, Jordan and David Stouck serve up the letters between Canadian icon Sinclair Ross and his contemporaries to paint a vivid picture of the struggles Canadian writers faced (and continue to face in many ways).

For an unparalleled banquet of the most delectable Canadian literature, look no further.

Yours sincerely,
Linda D. Cameron
A prodigious body of innovative writing behind him, Robert Kroetsch turns to a starker lyrical mode in *Too Bad: Sketches Toward a Self-Portrait*. Oscillating between the many moods of a human heart that has lived through so much—from whimsy and scorn through desire, longing, lust, love, and serenity—these sketches mark a candid walk through the tortuous corridors of the poet’s remembering, and exemplify the rehearsed dictum of an old teacher: “Every enduring poem was written today.”

“This book is not an autobiography. It is a gesture toward a self-portrait, which I take to be quite a different kettle of fish.”
—Robert Kroetsch, from the Introduction

Born in Heisler, Alberta, Robert Kroetsch published his first novel, *But We are Exiles* in 1965, and his book *The Studhorse Man* (1969) won the Governor General’s Award for Fiction. He has steadily elaborated his indelible mark on Canadian writing ever since with his fiction, non-fiction, poetry, teaching, and scholarship. He lives in Leduc, Alberta.
wild horses
rob mclennan

Cast during his year in the U of A’s writer in residency, wild horses is Ottawan rob mclennan’s deep lyrical engagement with Edmonton, Alberta. He sees the new terrain through his peculiar, sympathising lens—characterised by impassioned tones that range from brusque to tender. There is something of the magpie in him: nothing escapes his subtle gaze, his flighty wit, his voracious gleaning of experience. His supple lines meander and flit over scapes of love, home, family, and literature, rewarding the magpie-minded with a lucid estrangement to things both unfamiliar and familiar.

rob mclennan’s indefatigable literary passion and acumen can be seen in his countless works of poetry, fiction, reviews, essays—in print and online—as well as his work as publisher and literary impresario. rob lives in Ottawa.

96 pages
(curren ts), a Canadian literature series
978–0–88864–535–7 • 5.25” x 9” • $19.95 (T) paper
Poetry/Canadian Literature
February 2010
Memory’s Daughter

ALICE MAJOR

This is a daughter’s poetic homage to her parents, both elegy and celebration, that explores the transformations wrought by history, biology, and the alchemy of love. In Greek myth, the daughters of Memory were the Muses. Alice Major listens carefully to their voices.

“…tender, wise, beautifully cadenced work which embraces the reader on every page”—Don Domanski

Alice Major emigrated from Scotland at the age of eight, and grew up in Toronto before coming west to work as a weekly newspaper reporter. From 2005–2007 she was appointed the City of Edmonton’s first poet laureate. Among her previous books are The Occupied World and The Office Tower Tales, for which she won The Pat Lowther Award in 2009. She lives in Edmonton.

Also by Alice Major

The Occupied World
978–0–88864–469–5
$24.95 (T) paper

The Office Tower Tales
978–0–88864–502–9
$24.95 (T) paper
This unique exchange of letters between literary icon Sinclair Ross and several prominent writers, publishers, agents, and editors asks why many Canadian artists, especially those in western provinces, spent a lifetime struggling for recognition and remuneration. Featuring exchanges with Earle Birney, Margaret Laurence, and Margaret Atwood, among others, this collection exposes the conditions of cultural work in Canada for much of the twentieth century. This vivid, often moving, selection of professional and personal letters, plus the only formal interview Ross ever gave, provides a valuable resource for those engaged with the history of publishing in Canada, as well as for those with an interest in Canadian literature.

Jordan Stouck teaches discourse analysis at UBC (Okanagan) and studies the multicultural formations and history of Canadian literature. She lives in Kelowna, BC. David Stouck is Professor Emeritus, Simon Fraser University. He has written extensively on Sinclair Ross. He lives in Vancouver, BC.

284 pages
B&W photographs, appendix, biographical chronology, index
978–0–88864–521–0 • 6" x 9" • $34.95 (T) paper
Letters/Canadian Literature • May 2010

Titles by Sinclair Ross

Whir of Gold
978–0–88864–355–1
$16.95 (T) paper

The Well
978–0–88864–359–9
$16.95 (T) paper

Sawbones Memorial
978–0–88864–354–4
$16.95 (T) paper
Paris remains one of the most fascinating cities in the world. It provides a measure of excellence in many areas of culture, and it is itself constantly being measured, both by its lovers and by its critics. This book presents a series of studies on the images of Paris presented by writers (mostly Canadian, from John Glassco to Mavis Gallant to Lola Lemire Tostevin), but also in such other areas as social history and personal memoir. The result is a wide-ranging discussion of the city’s history in 20th century literature and thought, which will appeal to all those who love Paris, or who have ever walked on its streets.

Stephen Scobie was born in Scotland, and has lived in Canada since 1965, teaching at the Universities of Alberta and Victoria. A widely published poet, he won the Governor General’s Award in 1980 for McAlmon’s Chinese Opera. He has also published extensively in the criticism of Canadian literature. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada. Stephen Scobie lives in Victoria.
This collection examines the production and recreation of religious ideas and images in different times and locations, achieving a comparative perspective on the transmission of religious influences. The essayists look at contact and conflict between insiders and outsiders, centres and margins, Jews and Christians, Slavs and Greeks, and ancient ritual behaviours and modern television broadcasting as part of the negotiation of new identity positions, relationships, and accommodations. The book combines the disciplines of literary studies, cultural studies, art history, religion, history, and critical theory, making it an important resource to a range of scholars as well as non-specialists.

David Gay is Professor in the Department of English and Film Studies and Director of the Interdisciplinary Program in Religious Studies at the University of Alberta. Stephen Reimer is Professor of English, Department of English and Film Studies at the University of Alberta. Both editors live in Edmonton.
In an extensive and frank exploration, leaders in women’s coaching discuss the values women bring to the coaching profession, their quest for equal access, ways career aspirations and motherhood are juggled, how to negotiate contracts, and encounters with homophobia, harassment, and bullying. They also identify the challenges to progress and highlight the essential changes that need to be made.

This volume will be of interest to sports organizations, leaders, and educators; athletes and parents; researchers in sports and gender studies; and politicians and policy makers.

Women in leadership roles in business, public service, education, and their communities will find the wisdom contained in *Taking the Lead* readily transferrable to their respective arenas.

Sheila Robertson has been an award-winning writer and editor with Canada’s sport community for over thirty years. She was the founding editor of three sports magazines, has worked in Team Canada communications at three Olympic Games, and been a delegate at international sports conferences. A graduate of the University of Manitoba, Sheila Robertson lives in Manotick, Ontario.
The Beginning of Print Culture in Athabasca Country

A Facsimile Edition and Translation of a Prayer Book in Cree Syllabics

PATRICIA DEMERS WITH NAOMI L. MCILWRAITH & DOROTHY THUNDER
AROK WOLVENGREY, FOREWORD

504 pages • Foreword, introduction, facsimile reprint, Cree Syllabics, Roman Orthography, English translation, afterword

978–0–88864–515–9
$100.00/$80.00 US (T) cloth
Canadian History/Native Studies

Bosnia

In the Footsteps of Gavrilo Princip

TONY FABIJANČIĆ

256 pages • 45 B&W photographs, maps, index
Wayfarer Series

978–0–88864–519–7 • $29.95 (T) paper
Travel Writing/Politics/World History

Emblems of Empire

Selections from the Mactaggart Art Collection

JOHN E. VOLLMER & JACQUELINE SIMCOX

368 pages • Full-colour throughout, colour photographs, map, index, glossary
Copublished with University of Alberta Museums

978–0–88864–486–2 • $60.00 (T) cloth
Asian Art/Art History

J.B. Harkin

“Father of Canada’s National Parks”

E.J. (TED) HART

504 pages • 64 B&W photographs, index
Mountain Cairns: A series on the history and culture of the Canadian Rockies

978–0–88864–512–8 • $34.95 (T) paper
Canadian History/Biography
The Meteorites of Alberta
ANTHONY J. WHYTE
CHRIS HERD, FOREWORD
316 pages • 108 B&W photographs with colour section, charts, graphs, tables, glossary, index
978–0–88864–475–6 • $34.95 (T) paper
Alberta History/Astronomy/Geology

People of the Lakes
Stories of Our Van Tat Gwich’in Elders/Googwandak Nakhwach’änjoo Van Tat Gwich’in VUNTUT GWITCHIN FIRST NATION & SHIRLEEN SMITH
456 pages • Full-colour throughout, 125 colour images and B&W images, maps, notes, glossary, bibliography, index
978–0–88864–505–0 • $34.95 (T) paper
Native Studies/Oral History/North

The rose that grew from concrete
Teaching and Learning with Disenfranchised Youth
DIANE WISHART
184 pages
978–0–88864–516–6 • $24.95 (T) paper
Education/Disenfranchised Youth

Ukrainian Through its Living Culture
Advanced Level Language Textbook
ALLA NEDASHKIVSKA
400 pages • Full-colour throughout, illustrations, photographs, subject index, glossary
978–0–88864–517–3 • $60.00 (X) cloth
Ukrainian Language/Linguistics
Deep Alberta
Fossil Facts and Dinosaur Digs
JOHN ACORN
200 pages • Colour photographs, map, index
Copublished with Royal Tyrrell Museum of Palaeontology/Alberta Community Development
978–0–88864–481–7 • $26.95 (T) paper
Palaeontology/Dinosaurs

The Ladies, the Gwich’in, and the Rat
Travels on the Athabasca, Mackenzie, Rat, Porcupine, and Yukon Rivers in 1926
CLARA VYVYAN
I.S. MACLAREN & LISA LAFRAMBOISE, EDITORS
361 pages • B&W photos, colour illustrations, appendices, notes, bibliography, index
978–0–88864–302–5 • $29.95 (T) paper
Journey/Adventure

In Bed with the Word
Reading, Spirituality, and Cultural Politics
DANIEL COLEMAN
160 pages • Selected bibliography, index
978–0–88864–507–4 • $19.95 (T) paper
Literature/Criticism/Memoir

Nahanni Journals
R.M. Patterson’s 1927–1929 Journals
RAYMOND MURRAY PATTERSON
RICHARD C. DAVIS, EDITOR
JUSTIN TRUDEAU, FOREWORD
316 pages • B&W photographs, maps, preface, foreword, introduction, notes, bibliography
978–0–88864–477–0 • $29.95 (T) paper
Adventure Travel/Tourism
Rhubarb
More Than Just Pies
SANDI VITT & MICHAEL HICKMAN
DALE VITT, EDITOR
LOIS HOLE, INTRODUCTION
144 pages • B&W illustrations, introduction
Copublished with Hole’s Bountiful Gardens Series
978–0–88864–348–3 • $14.95 (W) paper
Cookery

Under the Holy Lake
A Memoir of Eastern Bhutan
KEN HAIGH
296 pages • B&W photographs, map, notes, suggested reading list
Wayfarer Series
978–0–88864–492–3 • $29.95 (T) paper
Adventure Travel/Literary Memoir

Sonic Mosaics
Conversations with Composers
PAUL STEENHUISEN
344 pages • 32 B&W photographs, select discography, index
978–0–88864–474–9 • $34.95 (T) paper
Music/Criticism

We Are All Treaty People
Prairie Essays
ROGER EPP
248 pages • Notes, index
978–0–88864–506–7 • $26.95 (T) paper
Literary Non-fiction/Rural West/Political Economy
Imagining Science
Art, Science, and Social Change
SEAN CAULFIELD & TIMOTHY CAULFIELD, EDITORS
2009 New York Book Show, Scholarly & Professional Category
First place in Four Colour Book category and Best Book overall
2009 The Alcuin Society Citations for Excellence in Book Design in Canada
Prose Non Fiction, Illustrated (Honourable Mention)

Brilliant Strokes
Chinese Paintings from the Mactaggart Art Collection
KA BO TSANG
Copublished with University of Alberta Museums
2009 AAUP Book, Jacket & Journal Show Trade Illustrated Book

The Importance of Being Monogamous
Marriage and Nation Building in Western Canada to 1915
SARAH CARTER
Copublished with AU Press at Athabasca University
2009 AAUP Book, Jacket & Journal Show Jackets & Covers
2009 Alberta Book Awards Scholarly Book of the Year
2009 Clio Awards Clio Award, Prairie Region

The Office Tower Tales
ALICE MAJOR
2009 Alberta Book Awards Trade Fiction Book of the Year

Outrider of Empire
The Life and Adventures of Roger Pocock
GEOFFREY A. POOCK
MERRILL DISTAD, FOREWORD
2009 Independent Publisher Book Awards Canada-West: Best Regional Non-Fiction (Gold)
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